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Disclaimer

These presentation slides and any other material provided with these slides (the “Presentation Materials”) do not comprise an admission document, listing particulars or a prospectus relating to Bushveld Minerals Limited (the “Company”) or

any subsidiary of the Company, do not constitute an offer or invitation to purchase or subscribe for any securities of the Company and should not be relied on in connection with a decision to purchase or subscribe for any such securities. The

Presentation Materials and the accompanying verbal presentation do not constitute a recommendation regarding any decision to sell or purchase securities in the Company.

The Presentation Materials and the accompanying verbal presentation are confidential and the Presentation Materials are being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced or distributed to any other person or

published, in whole or in part, for any purpose. No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information contained in the Presentation Materials and the accompanying verbal presentation or the completeness or accuracy of

such information. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by or on behalf of the Company or its respective shareholders, directors, officers or employees or any other person as to the accuracy or completeness of the

information or opinions contained in the Presentation Materials and the accompanying verbal presentation, and no liability is accepted for any such information or opinions (including in the case of negligence, but excluding any liability for

fraud).

The Presentation Materials contain forward-looking statements, which relate, inter alia, to the Company’s proposed strategy, plans and objectives. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other

important factors beyond the control of the Company that could cause the actual performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from such forward-looking statements. Accordingly, you should not rely on any forward-

looking statements and the Company accepts no obligation to disseminate any updates or revisions to such forward-looking statements.

The Presentation Materials and their contents are directed only at persons in the United Kingdom who are “qualified investors” within the meaning of section 86(7) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”) and who fall within

the exemptions contained in Articles 19 and 49 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (such as persons who are authorised or exempt persons within the meaning of FSMA and certain other persons

having professional experience relating to investments, high net worth companies, unincorporated associations or partnerships and the trustees of high value trusts) and persons to whom distribution may otherwise lawfully be made. Any

investment, investment activity or controlled activity to which the Presentation Materials relate is available only to such persons and will be engaged in only with such persons. Persons of any other description, including those that do not have

professional experience in matters relating to investments, should not rely or act upon the Presentation Materials.

The Presentation Materials should not be distributed, published, reproduced or otherwise made available in whole or in part by recipients to any other person and, in particular, should not be distributed to persons with an address in the

Republic of South Africa, the Republic of Ireland, Australia or Japan or in any other country outside the United Kingdom where such distribution may lead to a breach of any legal or regulatory requirement. No securities commission or similar

authority in Canada has in any way passed on the merits of the securities offered hereunder and any representation to the contrary is an offence. No document in relation to the Company’s securities has been, or will be, lodged with, or

registered by, The Australian Securities and Investments Commission, and no registration statement has been, or will be, filed with the Japanese Ministry of Finance in relation to the Company’s securities. Accordingly, subject to certain

exceptions, the Company’s securities may not, directly or indirectly, be offered or sold within Australia, Japan, South Africa or the Republic of Ireland or offered or sold to a resident of Australia, Japan, South Africa or the Republic of Ireland.

Neither this presentation nor any copy of it may be taken or released or distributed or published, directly or indirectly, in the United States of America (the “United States”). The material set out in the presentation is for information purposes

only and is not intended, and shall not be construed, as an offer for securities for sale in the United States or any other jurisdiction. The securities contemplated in these slides (the “Securities”) have not been, and will not be, registered under

the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “US Securities Act”) or with any securities regulatory authority of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States and may not be offered or sold within the United States or to, or for

the account or benefit of, any US Person as that term is defined in Regulation S under the US Securities Act except pursuant to an exemption from or in a transaction not subject to the registration requirements of the applicable securities

legislation. The Company has not been registered and will not register under the United States Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended.

The Presentation Materials and its contents are confidential and should not unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Company be copied, distributed, published or reproduced (in whole or in part) or disclosed by recipients to any other person.
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Bushveld Minerals Limited AIM : BMN

Basic ordinary shares outstanding 806 million

Share price (05 May 2017) 9.625p

Market capitalisation £78 million

Warrants in issue1 15.3 million

Lean board and management structure:

• CEO: Fortune Mojapelo

• Executive (Coal & Tin): Anthony Viljoen

• Financial Director: Geoff Sproule

• Non-Executive Chairman: Ian Watson

• Non-Executive Director: Jeremy Friedlander 

Note 1: The following warrants remain outstanding to date: 3.72m at 2.4p, 0.65m at 

4.6p, 3.51m at 4.75p, 0.43m at 6.9p, 3.0m at 8.0p and 4.0m at 10.0p

Introduction

1.45p

9.6p
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TIN

Developing a 

significant stand-alone 

pan-African portfolio of 

mineable 

tin assets

COAL & POWER

Developing an 

integrated thermal 

coal mining and IPP 
asset in Madagascar

GREENHILLS
RESOURCES LTD

VANADIUM

Developing a 

significant vertically  

integrated vanadium 

mining and 

processing platform

Overview

Three Commodity-Focused Platforms

http://www.bushveldminerals.com/bushveld-vanadium/
http://www.bushveldminerals.com/bushveld-vanadium/
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Overview

• AfriTin formed via demerger from Bushveld Minerals (AIM: BMN) to take advantage of the current global tin deficit 

and rising consumer demand

• Vision to create a portfolio of world-class, conflict-free, tin producing assets  and become the first pure tin 

company listed in London 

• Flagship asset the Uis brownfield tin mine in Namibia, formerly the world’s largest hard-rock tin mine

• Brownfield portfolio in South Africa, comprising open-castable granite hosted tin deposits

• Highly experienced board of directors

• Two-fold strategy for AfriTin:

1) Fast track Uis brownfield tin mine in Namibia to commercial production in 2018 ramping up to 5,000tpa 

within 5 years; and,

2) Consolidation opportunity for other quality African producing tin assets.

TIN

Developing a significant 

stand-alone pan-African 

portfolio of mineable 

tin assets, to be called:

GREENHILLS
RESOURCES LTD
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Overview

COAL & POWER

Developing an 

integrated thermal 

coal mining and IPP 
asset in Madagascar

• 1 of 3 main coal plays in Madagascar

• 136 Mt thermal coal resource (indicated & measured JORC)

• Scoping study completed in 2014

• Single stage washing generates a primary product withcalorific

value of 25.6MJ/kg and Ash% of 16.5%

• Strategy to secure IPP licence for intergrated mine to power 

generation play

― Power to supply town of Tulea and regional mines 

under development

― MoU with Madagascar government’s state owned 

electricity company to build, own and operate a 45MW 

coal fired power station within 10km of mine

― MoU with PowerChina for development of upgraded 

60MW power project 

― BFS for power project underway
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Overview

VANADIUM

Developing a 

significant vertically  

integrated 

vanadium mining 

and processing 

platform

Bushveld Minerals is well 

placed in South Africa on the 

Bushveld Complex, the world’s 

largest primary vanadium 

resource complex

It is developing into a 

significant vertically integrated 

primary vanadium producer

 Vertical integration with low 

cost base presents 

opportunity for entry into the 

multi-billion energy storage 

industry

 Large, world-class open 

cast deposits

 434Mt* combined 

resource (including 66 Mt*

combined reserves)

 Some of the highest 

primary grades in 

the world

>2% in-magnetite 

V2O5 grades

 Established brownfield 

infrastructure allows for 

low capex scale-up to up 

to significant share of V 

supply 

 Concentrated global supply 

with South Africa as the 

largest host of high grade 

primary V resources

Vanadium is the flagship platform 

of Bushveld Minerals

http://www.bushveldminerals.com/bushveld-vanadium/
http://www.bushveldminerals.com/bushveld-vanadium/
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Compelling vanadium 

market fundamentals

Why We Bet On Vanadium

A compelling competitive 

positioning for Bushveld 

Minerals

+

http://www.bushveldminerals.com/bushveld-vanadium/
http://www.bushveldminerals.com/bushveld-vanadium/
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Compelling vanadium 

market fundamentals

Why We Bet On Vanadium

Robust & growing demand from steel sector, 

and significant demand upside from energy 

storage applications

Constrained supply, with short term supply 

reductions and limited new supply 

prospects

A sustained structural market deficit, with 

significant price upside

+

http://www.bushveldminerals.com/bushveld-vanadium/
http://www.bushveldminerals.com/bushveld-vanadium/
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Vanadium Characteristics & Uses

• High strength-to-weight characteristics

• Corrosion resistance

• Weldability

• Fabricability

Vanadium is a grey, soft, ductile high value metal with several unique characteristics that position them well in the steel, alloys and 
chemicals sectors

• Ability to exist in four different oxidation states

• Water-soluble

Steel

Chemicals

Long duration utility scale batteries

Alloys for aerospace 

industry 
Construction steel - rebar

The steel industry accounts 

for >90% of total V 

consumption (total ~80,000 

MTV, 2016)

Source: TTP Squared, Bushveld analysis

V electrolyte accounted for 

~2% of global V consumption 

in 2016, projected to grow to 

>20% as VRFB deployments 

gain momentum

http://www.bushveldminerals.com/bushveld-vanadium/
http://www.bushveldminerals.com/bushveld-vanadium/
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Regulation driven shift to higher strength rebar driving up 

vanadium intensity of use in China

 2010 - Code for Design of Concrete Structures (GBS0010-2010) 

 2011, Update Code for Construction Quality Acceptance of 

Concrete Structures (GBS0204 – 2002)

 2017: New rebar standard expected to drive demand up ~30% 

Urbanisation in emerging markets

 Urbanisation is a key driver of steel consumption and thus 

vanadium demand

 Large gap in urbanisation between emerging markets (~40-47%) 

and developed markets ( ~80%)

 Steel production expected to grow at a 1% CAGR to 2025

Robust Vanadium Demand Drivers 

1

2

Robust steel sector demand drivers

• Vanadium unique characteristics position them well for large scale long duration 

energy storage using Vanadium redox flow batteries (VRFBs)

• VRFB technology is already in commercial production with large (MW) scale 

deployments globally with growing momentum

• Significant impact on vanadium demand significant given that vanadium makes up 

between 30-40% of cost of VRFB systems

• VRFBs estimated to contribute 20% of V consumption by 2030

 We estimate that the global opportunity for storage could reach 1,000 GW 

in the next 20 years.

McKinsey & Company

 Global Energy Storage Capacity for the Grid to Reach 21.6 GW by 2025
Navigant Research

 There will be economic potential for very large amounts (about 400 GW)

of storage in the EU 

Commercialization of Energy in Europe, EC report, March 2013

Substantial energy storarge upside…
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1. Long lifespan cycles - able to charge and discharge repeatedly 

(>35,000 times) giving it a long (>20 years) lifespan

2. Capacity for 100% discharge without performance degradation is 

unique

3. Scalable capacity to store large quantities of energy (MW- range)

4. Very fast response time (<70ms) 

5. No cross-contamination - Only one battery element – unique 

among flow batteries

6. 100% of vanadium is reusable upon decommissioning of the 

system

7. Safe

8. Flexibility – allows capture of the multi-stacked value of energy 

storage in grid applications

The VRFB Opportunity

VRFBs have several unique  features that make them ideal for utility scale, stationary energy storage applications:

1. Driving grid efficiency – operational and capital expenditure

• Peak shaving 

• Regulating load frequency

• Balancing PV and wind intermittency 

• Reducing CAPEX for and losses in transmission and 

distribution

2. Driving grid independence

• Storing electricity from solar PV for use night

• Lowering system costs for micro grids and islands

Applications of VRFBs

VRFBs are ideally suited for large scale, long duration energy storage 

applications

On a LCOE basis VRFBs are today cheaper than Li-ion 

batteries
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The VRFB Opportunity

There is growing momentum in adoption of utility scale VRFB solutions

WHY VANADIUM

D S

Sumitomo’s 15MW, 60MWh VRFB system at Hokkaido Electric Power Co., 
Inc. (HEPCO)'s Minami-Hayakita Transformer Substation

“UniEnergy Technologies and Rongke Power plan to deploy one 

of the biggest energy storage facilities, an 800 MWh 
vanadium flow battery, in Dalian...”         www.utilitydive.com/news

Source: TTP Squared, Bushveld analysis

http://www.utilitydive.com/news
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 Switch – to haematite ores to 

blend and upgrade magnetite 

feed (e.g. Chengde)

 Curtail – reduce production 

(e.g. Panzhihua)

 Stop – production (e.g. 

Highveld)

>15% reduction 

in V supply 

between 2015 

and 2016

Vanadium Co-production supply facing significant constraints

Constrained Vanadium Supply

High input 

costs

 Low Fe grade <30% deposits, 

require concentrating to ~60% Fe

 Higher input costs than steel 

plants processing haematite ores

1

 Such plants make up small share 

of steel production – too small to 

influence steel prices

 Improved margins from cheaper 

sea-bourne iron ore not available

No leverage 

on steel 

prices

3

High 

operating 

costs

 Complex steel plant design

 Inferior Fe grade

 Additional processing steps to 

remove Ti and V

2

Source: TTP Squared, Bushveld analysis

Three response options

73%

17%

10%

Vanadium Production 2016 by Raw Material 
Type

Total 76,000 MTV

Coproduct Steel Slag Primary V ore Secondary
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Notes:

Market supply and demand volumes per Roskill 2015 reports, adjusted for subsequent supply reductions arising from Highveld shutdown, reductions 

in Chinese production from haematite substitutions for some vanadium-bearing magnetite iron feedstock

Structural Deficit in Vanadium Market
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Market balance

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

The vanadium market presents one of the most promising outlook characterized by a sustained structural deficit …

Source: Roskill, TTP Squared, Bushveld analysis
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Resulting Significant Price Increase with Further Upside
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Compelling vanadium market fundamentals

Why we bet on vanadium

Robust & growing demand from steel sector, 

and significant demand upside from energy 

storage applications

Constrained supply, with short term supply 

reductions and limited new supply 

prospects

A sustained structural market deficit, with 

significant price upside

+

A compelling competitive positioning for Bushveld Minerals

• Located in South Africa’s famous Bushveld Complex, host to the 
world’s largest high grade primary vanadium resources

• Bushveld Minerals resource base: the largest open-cast, high 
grade primary vanadium deposit portfolio

• Interest in an existing low cost production platform, Vametco
Alloys, with >3.5% of global market share

• Quality brownfield processing infrastructure in close proximity 
to Bushveld deposits

• In-depth geology, mining and metallurgical expertise with global 
experience in vanadium industry

• Access to a growing and potentially large downstream energy 
storage market opportunity

• Well placed to grow into one of the largest primary vanadium 
companies

http://www.bushveldminerals.com/bushveld-vanadium/
http://www.bushveldminerals.com/bushveld-vanadium/
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Located in the vanadium rich Bushveld Complex

Quality Primary V Asset Portfolio

• Located in South Africa’s famous Bushveld 

Complex

• Bushveld Complex:

• Accounts for the largest share of global 

platinum (>70%) and chrome (>70%) 

production

• Host to the world’s largest primary 

vanadium resource base

• Accounts for >50% of primary vanadium 

production, and >10% of global production

• Sound mining and processing infrastructure 

• A sound mining jurisdiction, where mining is 

understood to be a significant driver of GDP
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Large High Grade Primary Vanadium Resource Base

Mokopane Vanadium Project

 298 MT JORC, outcropping reserve & resource

 Vanadium in-magnetite grades of 1.75% V2O5

 PFS completed Jan 2016

1

Brits Vanadium Project

 Outcropping, strike extension of the Vametco 

mine

 Historical drilling showed in-magnetite grades of 

as much as 2.6% V2O5

2

Vametco Vanadium Mine

 27 MT reserve average in-magnetite grade of 

2.55% V2O5 (JORC)

 139 MT Resource with average in-magnetite 

grades of 2.1% V2O5

 Operating  with a RoM of ~1.3 mtpa

3

Quality Primary V Asset Portfolio

1

2

3
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Mokopane Vanadium Project

 298 MT JORC, outcropping reserve & resource

 Vanadium in-magnetite grades of 1.75% V2O5

 Mining Right application process advanced

 PFS completed Jan 2016

 Base case operation of 1.0Mtpa of run-of-mine (RoM), 

 Producing 9,525tpa of a >99% purity V2O5 product. 

 Capital expenditure of US$298 million

 Long term Vanadium price of US$33/kgV (current V price = 

US$37.23/gV FeV, MetalBulletin mid)

 Pre-tax NPV of US$418 million and a pre-tax IRR of 24%

Quality Primary V Asset Portfolio

Large High Grade Primary Vanadium Resource Base

3

2

1
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Quality Primary V Asset Portfolio

Upper Zone

Main Zone

Main Zone

Upper Zone
Upper Zone

Main Zone

Main Zone

Upper Zone

Upper Zone

Main Zone

Main Zone

Upper Zone
Upper Zone

Main Zone

Main Zone

Upper Zone

Brits Vanadium Project

 Outcropping, strike extension of the Vametco mine

 Historical drilling showed in-magnetite grades of as much as 2.6% V2O5

3

2

1

Large  High Grade Primary Vanadium Resource Base
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Quality Primary V Asset Portfolio

1. 1 of only 2 operational primary V producers in South Africa

2. Acquired in 2017 through Bushveld Vametco Limited for a consideration of 

US$16.5m, less than 10%  of replacement value (US$14m funded through debt 

financing, since repaid)

3. Utilises well established Salt Roast processing method to produce vanadium in the 

form of Nitrovan (exclusive trademark owned by Vametco Alloys) and modified 

vanadium oxide (MVO)

4. Current production capacity of ~2,800mtv (>3% global supply), with scope to 

increase to 5,000 mtv

5. Ore feed sourced from captive mine with 26.8 Mt reserve and 138.6 Mt resource

6. Open-pit mine along 3.5km strike with in-magnetite V grades of >2% V2O5 among 

the highest in the world

7. Employs 473 people (383 permanent employees, 90 permanent contractors) 

8. Established leadership team with extensive experience in vanadium processing

9. Production cost among the lowest in the world

3

2

1

Low cost production platform with ~3.5% of global 

vanadium market

Bushveld has an effective 26% interest in Vametco Alloys
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Quality Primary V Asset Portfolio

2015 2016 2017 H1

Production volume, NV MTV 2 419 2 856 1 441

Revenue US$ million 49.4 51.7 33.2

EBITDA US$ million 1.2 3.2 6.5

Total Cost of Production US$/kgV 17.23 14.71 15.70

Average V Price (LMB) US$/kgV 18.59 18.46 27.71

Average Exchange Rate US$1/ZAR 12.75 14.71 13.22

Outlook on all 3 key drivers of performance is positive:

Production volumes
• Phased expansion plan to increase production to 5,000 MTV underway

Vanadium Price
• Market structural deficit supports further price upside
• Average LMB price for Q3 = US$39/kgV

Exchange rate • Current ZAR:US$ exchange rate = 13.33

Solid Cash Generation Capacity of Vametco
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Vametco Images

Vametco’s open pit mine – showing mining benches running west-east
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Vametco Images

Vametco’s crushing circuit comprising primary, secondary and tertiary crushers before milling
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Bushveld Minerals is ideally placed to benefit from the vanadium market opportunity

The Bushveld Vanadium Proposition

The world’s largest … 

… low operating cost …

… most vertically integrated …

1

3

 Large, world-class open cast deposits - 434Mt combined resource (including 66 Mt combined 

reserves)

 Scope to grow resource base to >500 Mt in near term

…operating & cash generating… 

 Operating & cash generating mine & processing plant 

 Supplying >3% of global vanadium market, with near term scope to grow >5%2

4

 Some of the highest primary grades in the world >2% V2O5 (in magnetite)

 Leveraging brownfield primary vanadium processing infrastructure to establish one of the lowest cost 

production base 

 Upstream: Mining and primary processing 

 Downstream: Value added manufacturing (VCN, V electrolyte, V alloys) 

 Energy storage systems
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Energy Storage

 An energy platform, initially 

assembling vanadium based 

utility scale energy storage 

systems with the focus of 

supporting Africa’s energy 

requirements

 Targeting manufacturing 

capacity within 5 years) 

 Targeting ~1,000MW of 

energy storage solutions  

using Vanadium based flow 

battery systems

 Captive market for BMN 

vanadium production

Developing the world’s most integrated and lowest cost vanadium producer

The Bushveld Vanadium Proposition

Mine

 430 MT open-cast primary 

resource base (incl. 66Mt 

reserves)

 World’s largest primary 

vanadium resource base 

 Tier-1 vanadium grades

(>2% V2O5 in magnetite)

 Easy access to existing 

infrastructure

Processing Plant

 Low-cost operational primary 

vanadium processing 

capacity 

 Supplying over 3% of the 

world vanadium market

 Scope to grow capacity near 

term to over 5% of global 

supply

NitrovanTM Production

 Producing trademark 

NitrovanTM & modified 

vanadium oxide products for 

the steel industry 

Vanadium Chemicals

 Manufacturing capacity for 

chemicals, with focus on  

electrolyte for utility scale 

battery systems
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Bushveld Energy’s vertically integrated business model is designed to (a) address the 2 key risks of VRFB adoption –

security of cost and supply and (b) maximise the share of the vanadium value chain in VRFBs

 Large high grade low cost 

primary vanadium mining & 

processing

 Electrolyte manufacturing 

 Scope to co-locate in 

Vametco process => 

significantly lowering costs

 VRFB Assembly & manufacturing  MW scale energy storage 

project development

 Deployment models include 

PPAs, leasing models

Targeting >10% of global V 

market

Targeting initial 200MWh of 

electrolyte p.a.

Targeting 1000 MWh by 2020

Vertical Integration Illustrated

Energy storage proposition that is a) cost competitive TODAY, b) scalable, c) deployable TODAY, d) has the highest 

local content of any solution for South Africa
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Bushveld Minerals uniquely placed to 

address two key hurdles for VRFB adoption:

• Security in the supply of 

vanadium - Bushveld has large high 

grade vanadium resource capable of 

supplying required vanadium

• Security of cost of 

vanadium - Bushveld vanadium 

projects’ are low cost production 

proposition with a lower first quartile 

cash cost curve position to mitigate 

security of cost risk

Security of supply

Security of V input 

cost

• 1,000 MWh of VRFB based energy storage requires ~5% of 

global V supply

• VRFBs estimated to contribute 20% of V consumption by 2030

• Vanadium input costs contribute 30%-40% of the cost of the 

VRFB systems

• Vanadium prices have risen >200% in the past 12 months

Vertical Integration Illustrated

Bushveld Energy’s vertically integrated business model is designed to (a) address the 2 key risks of VRFB adoption –

security of cost and supply …
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~US$3 Bn market

Potential 

>US$70 Billion 
addressable market 

for VRFBs

Bushveld Energy’s vertically integrated business model is designed to … (b) and maximise the share of the vanadium value 

chain in VRFBs

 Large high grade low cost 

primary vanadium mining & 

processing

 Electrolyte 

manufacturing 

 Scope to co-locate in 

Vametco process => 

significantly lowering 

costs

 VRFB Assembly & manufacturing
 MW scale energy storage 

project development

 Deployment models 

include PPAs, leasing 

models

Vertical Integration Illustrated

Source: BCG, Citi, Roskill, TTP Squared, Bushveld analysis
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Strong New Flow Going Forward

Strong news-flow continues as company executes on its outlined strategy

Vanadium Platform:

• Mokopane Vanadium Project Mining Right

• Brits Vanadium Project Resource Delineation

• Vametco operations update

• Vametco expansion plan

• Brownfield opportunities development

• Bushveld Energy

• Electrolyte manufacturing location study

• Pilot VRFB installation

• Market development

Tin Platform:

• Demerger of Greenhills Resources Limited

Coal and Power Platform:

• Commencement of BFS on Power Project

• Execution of PPA with Madagascar government
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THANK YOU
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Compelling vanadium market fundamentals

Why We Bet On Vanadium

Robust & growing demand from steel sector, 

and significant demand upside from energy 

storage applications

Constrained supply, with short term supply 

reductions and limited new supply 

prospects

A sustained structural market deficit, with 

significant price upside

+

A compelling competitive positioning for Bushveld Minerals

• Located in South Africa’s famous Bushveld Complex, host to the 
world’s largest high grade primary vanadium resources

• Bushveld Minerals resource base: the largest open-cast, high grade 
primary vanadium deposit portfolio

• Interest in an existing low cost production platform, Vametco
Alloys, with >3.5% of global market share

• Quality brownfield processing infrastructure in close proximity to 
Bushveld deposits

• In-depth geology, mining and metallurgical expertise with global 
experience in vanadium industry

• Access to a growing and potentially large downstream energy 
storage market opportunity

• Well placed to grow into one of the largest primary vanadium 
company

http://www.bushveldminerals.com/bushveld-vanadium/
http://www.bushveldminerals.com/bushveld-vanadium/

